PRESS RELEASE

Venetian Glass & Lighting Manufacturer Patrizia Volpato to launch with
IM Design Concepts in the USA
Old Lyme, Connecticut, October 5, 2017.
IM Design Concepts, the exclusive importer and distributor of Innermost and EOQ
lighting, is delighted to unveil the latest addition to its high quality portfolio, Italian made
Patrizia Volpato.
IM Design Concepts represents Patrizia Volpato to its wide array of customers
throughout the USA, each pieces is made to order and standard products are available
within 6-8 weeks, custom creations within 8-12 weeks.
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Venice, Italy in the 1970’s, Patrizia, founder and artistic director, developed a passion for
traditional Venetian glass blowing by watching her father, Antonio, performing this artful
craftsmanship in his workshop. In 1980, Patrizia launched her very own collection of
lighting fixtures blending modern techniques with the classical and elegant glass blowing
style known around Venice. To this day, handcrafted Murano glass and precious crystal
are key elements of any Patrizia Volpato piece.
Over the years, the brand successfully extended both its collection and its footprint
across Europe and beyond and now also to the United States.
While traditional styles have always been the foundation of the company, contemporary
creations and modern classics have been added to the growing collection of timeless
lighting pieces that create the center piece or the noticeable accent to any luxury
residential or commercial interior.

As of late, Patrizia also began designing large-scale custom installations by working with
spaces, visionaries and designers to turn a blank canvas into a piece of art. Her motto is
to unite the craftsmanship of the Venetian masters, innovative designs, the latest in
lighting technology and top-quality materials.
“If you can imagine it, we can make it happen”.

“We are thrilled to have found the right partner in IM
Design Concepts and its impressive collection of
regional representatives to help us launch our
beloved brand in the United States” says Loris Corro, CEO of Patrizia Volpato, and Frank
Fitzgerald, Co-founder and Vice President, Sales of IM Design Concepts comments:
“There is no doubt that Patrizia Volpato, with its sophisticated traditional and modern
designs and particularly the custom capabilities will be a success in our home territory
and we are honored to be part of the PV team”.
- END About IM Design Concepts
IM Design Concepts brings together over 25 years experience of importing some of the
finest in contemporary lighting and furniture to the United States as well as superior
customer service. With its convenient locations of a distribution center in New Haven, CT
and head office in Old Lyme, CT, IM Design Concepts is best placed to service all areas
of business from interior designers and architects to contractors and retailers across
North America.
IM Design Concepts “Promoting the finest in great design”.
imdesignconcepts.com

info@imdesignconcepts.com

About Patrizia Volpato
Headquartered in an ultra-modern facility in Marghera, just outside of Venice, Italy,
Patrizia Volpato today counts 15 staff. Head of the company is Loris Corro, CEO,
Designer and son of founder Patrizia, while Patrizia herself follows her passion of
designing unique lighting and curating the designs of others.
Patriziavolpato.it (available in English)

For inquiries please contact:
Christoph Oberli
General Manager, IM Design Concepts
chris@imdesignconcepts.com
+1 646 714 5072
For sales please contact:
Frank Fitzgerald
VP of Sales, IM Design Concepts
frank@imdesignconcepts.com
+1 646 714 5072 or your regional representative

